Graduate Council Agenda Meeting  
Wednesday, April 6, 2022  
Zoom Meeting, 11:30 pm

I. Call to Order
   A. Approval of the meeting minutes March 2, 2022

II. Consent Agenda: Pages 3 & 4

III. Old Business: Student Travel Policy – please see attachments

IV. New Business:
   A. Darla Domke-Damonte to discuss revisions to the International Graduate Student Admission Policy.
   B. Form B: Proposal(s) for Changes in a Graduate Program

Gupta College of Science

Marine Science: Coastal and Marine Systems Science

1. ID #788 The proposal is to reflect changes in prefixes and clarifications
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzg4/
2. ID #789 The proposal is to update several items
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzg5/

Spadoni College of Education and Social Sciences

Graduate and Specialty Studies

1. ID #796 Proposal to update MAT program
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzk2/

Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts

Communication, Media and Culture

1. ID #586 – Proposal to eliminate concentrations in MA in Communication
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NTg2/
2. ID #713 – Proposal to eliminate concentrations, change admission requirements, change program title and change electives from 9 to 6 credits
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzEz/
Music

1. ID #725 – additional courses offered thru the program
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzI1/

Office of the Dean (HUM)

1. ID # 745 – change in admission requirements
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzQ1/

C. Form C: Proposal(s) for a New Graduate Course

Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts

Music

1. ID #636 New course MTM 501- Music Technology Practicum
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NjM2/

2. ID #637 New Course MTM 502 – Music Technology Pedagogy
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NjM3/
1. New Business

A. Form A: Proposal(s) for Revision to Graduate Courses

Wall College of Business

Finance and Economics
1. ID #275 – MBA 646; changing prerequisite
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Mjc1/

Gupta College of Science

Marine Science
1. ID #768 – CMSS 532L; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzY4/
2. ID #769 – CMSS 534; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzY5/
3. ID #770 – CMSS 550; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcw/
4. ID #771 – CMSS 567; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcx/
5. ID #772 – CMSS 600; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcy/
6. ID #773 – CMSS 605; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzc/
7. ID #774 – CMSS 606; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcz/
8. ID #775 – CMSS 607; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzc0/
9. ID #776 – CMSS 608; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcl/
10. ID #777 – CMSS 609; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcz/
11. ID #778 – CMSS 611; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcz4/
12. ID #779 – CMSS 617; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzcz5/
13. ID #780 – CMSS 620; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzgw/
14. ID #781 – CMSS 630; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzgx/
15. ID #782 – CMSS 634; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzgy/
16. ID #783 – CMSS 650; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzgz/
17. ID #784 – CMSS 661; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzg0/
18. ID #786 – CMSS 618; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzg2/
19. ID #790 – CMSS 619; changing prefix
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzkw/
20. ID #791 – CMSS 624; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/Nzkw/
21. ID #759 – CMSS 530; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzU5/
22. ID #765 – CMSS 531; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzY1/
23. ID #766 – CMSS 531L; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzY2/
24. ID #767 – CMSS 532; changing prefix
    https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzY3/